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About This Game

Story
Somewhere in Japan at Edo period...

When a girl wakes up from a strange dream, she is alone in a dim room.
And, she notices that her old sister has disappeared.

The girl will look for her and clues of her.
What will the girl find in end of the story?

It might be something completely unexpected for the girl and you.

Feature
This game contains 2D, horror, and some puzzles.

In this game, scenarios are emphasized.
The things and directing that you see in the game often imply the truth of the story.

The truth is not always that which can be easily predicted.

How to proceed
She will examine everywhere and collect clues.

If she find something that impressive, she might recall something about her sister.
("Z", "X", "ESC", and arrow keys of the keyboard are used for the control in this game.)

The girl may encounter a "Shadow".
If it so happened, she should run away or hide somewhere.
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I really loved the game! The atmosphere was great and I really liked the art style, felt very unique. The lantern's radius also
created a lot of suspense as I was exploring and the background sounds and music really added to the suspense and creepy factor
in the various locations. I loved theorizing about the story and what everything meant as I went (All of my theories were wrong
by the end though haha).

The English translations could have had better grammar but I still found it easy to understand what everything was trying to say
so this wasn't a big deal to me. Using the stairs in the storehouse however can be a bit tough, and it took me a few tries moving
back and forth pressing and holding z to get it to work but it eventually did, if anything that would be my only real gripe.

Overall this was a great and very enjoyable experience and I highly recommend it!
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